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This paper highlights one of the recommendations presented in the Environmental 
Partnership’s last meeting.  The recommendations proposed in the last meeting were:  

 Proposal of member authorities to report yearly on their carbon emissions using 
the approach set out in the Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC) 
Guidance document  

 Agreed target of at least 3% reduction in carbon emissions from own operations 
year on year from 2010/11 DECC guidance 

 Reporting weather corrected data for heating  

 Inviting local authorities to share good practise, support each other in making cost 
effective energy reductions, share tools and progress. 

 
A more detailed account of Cherwell District Council’s current activity is available in 
Appendix 1, and this report will aim to touch up key examples that contribute to the 3% 
reduction target. 
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Cherwell District Council has four strategic priorities:  
 

1. a cleaner and greener Cherwell; 
2. an accessible value for money Cherwell;  
3. a safe and healthy Cherwell;  
4. and a District of opportunity.   

 
Our work to reduce emissions and cut costs clearly supports strategic priorities on 
cleaner and greener and on value for money.  Cherwell uses a philosophy of ‘spend to 
save’ by converting capital assets into lower running costs and thus reduced emissions.   
 
The UK has a Climate Change Act which seeks to reduce emissions from across all 
sectors.  Whilst there are no targets for district councils that do not take part in the 
Carbon Reduction Commitment as Cherwell it is clear that rising energy costs will be a 
significant driver.   
 
Both Renewable Heat Incentive and Feed In Tariff bring opportunities to further reduce 
running costs and generate income to offset against fuel costs.  This is achieved through 
the implementation of renewable/low carbon technologies such as solar PV and biomass.  
Cherwell has also sought to provide leadership to both the business community and 
residents on the installation of renewables to show the opportunities available.  The 
council is leading the work reducing energy consumption to its high energy consumers 
such as leisure centres, depots and HQ. 
 

   
Overview of activity in Cherwell District Council 
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Appendix 1 presents a more detailed account of activity related to saving money, energy, 
climate change and the environment in Cherwell District Council.  Some of the council’s 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

strongest examples include: 

 a £1 m project on solar PV at six council properties 

 Eco-refurbishment of Thorpe Lane depot 

 Refurbishment of a listed building at corporate HQ 

 North West Bicester Eco-Town development 

 Introduction of Green Champions, a workplace travel plan and widespread 
communication of our low carbon plans. 

 
 

External Activity 

4 North West Bicester being chosen as one of the country’s first four eco town sites 
presented the perfect catalyst to tackle carbon emissions across the district.  The 
council’s ‘Eco-Bicester – One Shared Vision’ provides a holistic approach to Bicester and 
not just the new development.  As such as there has been a number of key developments 
such as the eco-demonstration building which acts as the hub for Bicester residents to 
learn about energy solutions.  A new community hall built to PassivHaus (super-efficient) 
Standard and a zero carbon sixth form at Cooper School.  
 
A recent notable success was securing £58k from the Government to run energy 
workshops in Highfield, Bicester to help residents reduce energy bills.  This project 
worked with a community action group, Oxford Brookes University and a sustainable 
charity BioRegional.  
 

5 Across the wider district, Cherwell District Council continues to offer subsidies to Cherwell 
residents on loft and cavity wall insulation (£99 / £49).  Over the last two years, the district 
has also offered an energy efficiency loan scheme offering the use of a Thermal Image 
camera and/or electricity energy monitors.  
 
In addition, Environmental Services takes a staffed exhibition to approximately twenty 
events through out the year including presentations in Cherwell schools.  Recent 
‘customer satisfaction’ survey information provides first have feedback from residents 
highlighting the importance of all environmental issues. 
 
With our current Environmental Strategy coming to an end, Cherwell District Council is 
developing a new strategy learning from and continuing the successes from the previous 
strategy. 
 

 Internal Activity 
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Cherwell District Council took part in the Carbon Trust’s Carbon Management programme 
developing a carbon management action plan.  This plan consists of over 30 projects to 
be implemented over five years from 2010 with annual carbon targets to reach.  The 
2011/12 financial year will be CDC’s third year in the plan.  There is a network of key 
officers from each department tasked to deliver these projects. 
 
CDC has developed an Energy Policy which has been integrated through the 
departments along with an Energy Saving Guide for Employees.  A successful Green 
Champions network has also been developed to encourage behavioural change amongst 
colleagues. 
 
The Government’s Feed-in-Tariff and Renewable Heat Incentive schemes presented 
financial opportunities for investment in renewable and low carbon technologies across 
Cherwell buildings.  On average presenting between 6 – 10 % return on investment. 
 



CDC’s environmental efforts were rewarded with a Green Apple award from the Green 
Organisation for the eco-refurbishment of the Thorpe Lane depot.  The circa £1.2 m 
refurbishment followed the energy hierarchy from reducing energy, using energy 
efficiently through to producing energy. 
 

 Future Activity 
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Cherwell District Council will plan to take advantage of the Green Deal which is set to be 
launched towards the back end of 2012.  CDC is working closely with United Sustainable 
Energy Agency to make the most of the proposed scheme. 
 
There are plans for further deployment of low carbon technologies with Bicester 
Ploughley Sport centre being an option for a biomass boiler.  An extension of this will be 
the reassessment of leisure centres to identify further opportunities for energy reduction. 
 
Green Champions training session to further develop the environmental awareness of the 
Council’s Green Champions.  
 

  
Contact Officer 
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Appendix 1: Mapping current activity 



 
1. Cherwell District Council context   

Cherwell District Council recognises the importance of improving performance 
as a local authority both in terms of cutting costs to the public purse and 
reducing CO2 emissions.  The District has a long term vision to be Carbon 
neutral by 2030 as set out in our Sustainable Communities Strategy and agreed 
by the Local Strategic Partnership.   
 

a) Current Performance and Ambition 
Below is a summary of CDC’s 2010 Green House Gas report 
 

GHG emissions for period 1 April 2010 to 31 March 2011 

  
Tonnes of tCO2e 

  

  
2010 Base Year 2009 

2010 % 
variance 

from 2009 

Scope 1 2,541 2,699 -5.8% 

Scope 2 2,505 2,500 0.2% 

        

Scope 3 895 965 -7.2% 

Total Gross Emissions 5,941 6,163 -3.6% 

Carbon offsets (renewables) 3 0   

Green tariff 593 691   

Total annual net emissions 5,345 5,472 -2.3% 

 
 

b) Policy framework 

 Cherwell District Council is currently drafting a New Environmental 
Strategy 2012 - 2014 which will feature energy and climate change.  

 Eco-Bicester: one of the first 4 eco-towns in England – including a 
nationally significant travel behaviour campaign to increase the use of 
non-car modes of transport, and proposals for a major employment 
centre for green construction.   

 
2. External Activity  

 
Cherwell has worked to engage our residents and business community 
throughout the past year.  Cherwell Link is the quarterly newsletter delivered 
across the District, which has featured articles on actions that residents can take 
to cut costs.  In parallel we use our website to signpost to other external 
specialists such as the Energy Saving Trust and Affordable Warmth helpline.  
Environmental Services takes a staffed exhibition to approximately twenty 
events throughout the year.  On average each road show engages seventy 
residents and we offer free lightbulbs, shower timers and saver flushes.  Our 
calculations show that if giveaways are installed then savings amount to £7000 
in cash savings, 400,000 litres of water and 21tCO2e. 
 

a) Energy efficiency loan scheme 
Cherwell District Council strives to support the residents of Cherwell through a 
number of networks and initiatives such as annual meetings with Parish councils 
and community action groups.  CDC operate a popular energy loan scheme; 



 Electricity monitors – The council has 10 electricity monitors that are 
available to the public. 

 Thermal Imaging camera has been fully booked out this heating season 
being loaned out to 8 different groups.  For two years running the camera 
has been reserved for Bicester residents to contribute to the ethos of 
Eco-Bicester. 

 
b) Local Energy Assessment Fund (LEAF) Project 

CDC successfully secured £58k from the Government to implement a 
community action group programme in Highfield, Bicester.  The partners 
included community action group, Grassroots Bicester, BioRegional 
Development Group and Oxford Brookes University.  The project set to deliver 
energy efficiency workshops over five weeks to 500-1000 Highfield residents 
with key deliverables being; 

 Mapping of carbon reduction opportunities in the Highfield neighbourhood 

 A canvassing campaign 

 Eight engagement workshops 

 Capacity building and comprehensive training for Grassroots Bicester 
members 

 Dissemination events to support replication across all of Bicester and 
wider areas 

 
c) Eco-Bicester  

On EcoBicester a sustained amount of work has taken place in the town to 
engage and enthuse residents including communicating the ‘Eco Bicester One 
Shared Vision’.  EcoBicester is the first eco town to gain planning consent.  The 
eco-demonstration house has received over 1500 visits since May 2011.  The 
creation of a zero carbon sixth form at The Cooper School means that students 
no longer have to travel away from Bicester for their education and the low 
carbon John Paul II centre was formally opened by Princess Anne in November 
2011. 
 

d) Cocoon Insulation Scheme 
CDC work with United Sustainable Energy Agency to provide subsidised loft and 
cavity wall insulation to Cherwell residents. 
 

e) Bicester Reuse and Sustainable Living Centre 
The development of a multifunctional site to take in donations, resell products, 
provide training and raise awareness on sustainable living.   
 
3.  Internal Activity 
 

a) Carbon Management Plan 
Cherwell District Council has carbon management targets incorporated in a five 
year carbon action plan.  Cherwell District Council aims to reduce its carbon 
emissions by 22% from 2009/10 emissions levels by March 2015.  The scope 
includes sub-contracted fleet/vehicles and all buildings including externally 
managed buildings.  To date, Cherwell District Council has hit its carbon targets 
which simultaneously contribute to the DECC reporting requirements as well as 
the 3% annual reduction target shared by district authorities.     
 

b) Eco-refurbishment 

 Two large refurbishment projects have taken place over the past year.  At 
Thorpe Lane Depot a whole site approach has seen greater efficiencies 



made by updating building and facilities.  Increased natural daylight has 
been achieved through roof lights, change to open plan offices and 
installation of sun pipes.  Insulated roof panels, filling roof voids and cavity 
walls, and upgrades windows will ensure greater energy efficiency.  
Energy efficient lighting has been installed throughout the site.  The depot 
refurbishment was recognised by the Green Organisation winning a Green 
Apple award for best energy and environmental practice. 

 At Bodicote Old House, a Grade II listed building, is currently being 
refurbished to increase energy efficiency.  This will feature increased 
insulation and low energy lighting.   

 
c) Generartion of own energy 

 At Thorpe Lane Depot heating is provided by a 40kW woodchip boiler 
and electricity is provided by two solar PV systems with a combined 
capacity of 98kWp.  This provides an estimated 40% of electricity used on 
site. Gas consumption will be reduced by 16%, this is a combined carbon 
reduction of over 36 tCO2 at the depot per annum.  

 A £1m Solar PV project looking to place solar systems on council owned 
buidings including depots, headquaters and leisure centres.  This project 
has an average return on investment of 6.7% and will reduce carbon 
emissions by over 200 tonnes per annum. 

 At Bodicote Old House space heating will be provided by two wood pellet 
boilers reducing gas consumption by up to 45% saving 40 tCO2 per 
annum. 

 
d) Behaviour Change  

 
Staff are central to our objectives of reducing energy use and CO2 emissions.    
We have set up a Green Champions network and used campaigning weeks 
such as Green Office Week to focus activities.  Green issues appear frequently 
through communications and we have a dedicated section on our intranet called 
‘Think Green’ as a resource for staff.  We have also established an Energy 
Policy, an Energy Saving guide for employees and a workplace travel plan. 
 
 
The above projects and others have realised a direct (and indirect) combined 
saving of approximately £122,000 and a combined carbon reduction of around 
300 tCO2e.  As of December 2011, this is approximately an 8% reduction in 
emissions against the 2009/10 baseline emissions.  
 
 
 
 


